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I wonder what life would be, without rainy days (days)
Without rage and pain (pain)
fake debates and paper chase
And would you stay,
if my soul chosed to fade away
The choosen state, you focus and pray (pray)
I'm twentytwo now, and I guess I'm gettin' older
I'm raisin' one hand (one hand) for fallen soldiers
All I know is, it's hard to say I'm sorry,
but I'm far away, So I'm gonna say "I'm sorry dad"
For the times I've been bad
For the times I've been frontin' you instead of fallin'
back
But you're leavin' every week,
and packin' down your suits
But what comes around, goes around, so I love you too 

chours x1
All of my life - You've been the light that guides me
When i feel blind - You are the path inside me
You gave me life - For all the times we've spend
together
From now untill forever

What if I dissappear, would you still remember me?
And would you lay flowers on my spot or a hennesy?
Cuz if I die,
it's ment to be,
but I'm alive dawg
So I'm not handin' out my legacy
my mom's a queen,
she's every sons dream, but
she lost a piece, i promise you, i won't leave
All I know is, it's hard to say I'm sorry,
but the tension grows
so im gonna say "I'm sorry mom"
For the times I've been gone
For the times I've been yellin' at you, when i was wrong
the tention's gone and we've come so far
what comes around, goes around, so i love you ma/
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chours x3
All of my life - You've been the light that guides me
When i feel blind - You are the path inside me
You gave me life - For all the times we've spend
together
From now untill forever
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